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EASE-OF-USE
Icetro ice machines are designed to be easy 
to access, clean, and repair

(effective 02/01/2023)

 Simple diagnostic panel to provide
operating status and basic control 

 Front panel is hinged for quick and
easy access for cleaning and 
inspection, and can be removed 
entirely if necessary

 The side panels are also easily re-
movable for complete access to the
interior components from the front
Stainless steel panels for optimum 
longevity and appearance

 Water curtain, pump, water trough, and 
float switch can all be removed easily 
by hand, no tools required

 Anti-microbial plastic parts are made of 
thick, strong ABS, with non corrosive 
base, for maximum durability, sanitation 
and cleanability

 Front diagnostic panel shows units 
working operation status, and 
diagnostics if unit shut down occurs.  

 Electrostatic air filter on back of ma-
chine attaches by magnets and is 
easily re-moved by hand for quick 
cleaning and snaps back into place

 Automatic cleaning cycle is switch-
activated

Icetro ice machines, bins, and dispensers are proudly made in South Korea to the highest standards of
quality, serviceability, and performance. They will ensure a constant supply of ice, whether it be cube, half
cube, nugget, flake, or gourmet, and come in a variety of configurations: modular, undercounter, and dis-
penser. Icetro is proud to be a Middleby Company and strives to uphold its tradition of excellence in the
food service equipment industry.







 3-way ventilation exhausts from both 
sides and top panels

 This allows for improved air flow and 
noise reduction 

 Icetro IM ice machine models are 
Energy Star® Certified

 All units are tested for 3 cycles at 
the factory in Korea before 
shipping

 Icetro units are easy to clean and 
provide labels with instructions 
inside front door with service data 
diagnostic information if needed

 Water flush is adjustable for hard
water areas to help minimize scale

 Magnetic switch used to stop ice
production when bin is full

And don't forget our unique IcePro
Citryne filter solution, which when
used correctly can add an extra
year to your warranty coverage.

PERFORMANCE
Icetro ice machines are designed to minimize downtime 

and delivery maximum production in all conditions
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 Modular              Undercounter     Ice/Water Dispenser     Hotel Dispenser       Bins  

Cube type: C = full cube, H = half cube
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